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Olga de Soto is a Spanish choreographer, dancer and dance researcher based in Brussels. She graduated from CNDC / Centre National 
de Danse Contemporaine d’Angers, after having studied classical ballet, contemporary dance, and music theory in her native country. 
As a dancer, she has worked with choreographers such as Michèle Anne de Mey, Pierre Droulers, Felix Ruckert, Meg Stuart, Boris 
Charmatz and Jérôme Bel, being his choreographic assistant for five years in The Show Must Go On.  

Olga began creating her own choreographic work in 1992, exploring different formats in numerous pieces, some of them created in 
dialogue with works by contemporary music composers such as Saariaho, Sciarrino, Scodanibbio, Jarrell, Rzewski, Pousseur.  

Since the end of the 1990s, her works deal specifically with the role of memory in live art, questioning its value and lasting quality 
along two lines of research. The first centers on the study of physical memory through a pluralistic approach to dance and the body, 
in works such as anarborescences (Théâtre de la Cité internationale, Paris, 1999), Éclats mats (Centre Pompidou, Paris, 2001), and 
INCORPORER ce qui reste ici au dans mon cœur (Centre Pompidou, Paris, 2004-2009). The second axis explores works from the history 
of dance from the perspective of the perceptual memories of both spectators and dancers. The resulting projects, such as histoire(s) 
(Kunstenfestivaldesarts, Brussels, 2004), An Introduction (Tanz Im August, Berlin, 2010), or Débords / Reflections on The Green Table 
(Festival d’Automne, Paris, 2012), deal with documentation, testimony, archives, oral sources, narrative, and storytelling. Her recent 
work mixes the languages of choreography with those of documentary, performance, visual arts, and installation, playing with the 
porousness of those disciplines.  

Since the beginning of the 2000s, she has been dedicated to creative projects intimately bound to long processes of research, 
founded on an important work of documentation, in which she works with atypical temporalities entirely detached from 
conventional production logic.  

Olga’s works have been presented in about twenty countries and she is regularly invited to teach at universities, speak at conferences 
and lead workshops in Europe, South America and most recently the USA.  

In 2013, de Soto was awarded the Society of Dramatic Authors and Composers - SACD Prize (Belgium), in the category of Performing 
Arts, for her artistic trajectory as well as her creative research on dance history, especially her work on Kurt Jooss’ The Green Table. 
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About INCORPORER ce qui reste ici au cœur 

Olga de Soto’s masterpiece Incorporer ce qui reste ici au cœur focuses 
on states of creation which, when performed one after the other, 
constitute a series united in a single programme. The chronological 
arrangement of their names gives the title to the whole, which is 
destined to evolve still further. Nurtured by a collective memory 
inherent to the group with whom she works, Olga de Soto invites them 
to venture into a world where the traces, these hollows carved into the 
body, occupy a fundamental place. The artist points to the very essence 
of her work through an unrelenting questioning of the intention of the 
movement and the thought, which precedes or accompanies it. It is 
about investing the actions shared by everyone, literally incorporating 
them and therefore becoming one with these fluids of air and water 
that are essential for life, which were already present in the previous 
work (Éclats mats, 2001). Eminently visual, minimal and almost 
conceptual, Incorporer ce qui reste ici au cœur invites introspection, this 
held breath which torments each of us. 

Pascale Viscardy, L’Art Même, N° 36 
 

The traces left on the body in solo #1 and the memory in the head in 
solo #2 now make way for the memory of the heart, feelings and 
emotions. This subtle, intelligent structure (…) is fascinating in the way it 
poses so delicately the essential questions of dance and the 
relationship between the body, mind, memory and heart. 

Guy Duplat, La Libre Belgique 
 

Everything happens subtly and intimately here, in close, tacit complicity 
with the audience (…). The landscape changes. Objects are frozen in a 
smooth, sticky red (…). Then the movement resumes, along with the 
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speed, pleasure and transgression, until the final, unexpected, superb 
exploration. We then realise that from start to finish during this atypical, 
intimate and fascinating performance, we have not heard the single 
creak of a seat, no coughing nor even the slightest rustling of fabric. The 
exceptional attention commanded by this show demonstrates its 
formidable intensity.  

Jean-Marie Wynants, Le Soir 

 
About INCORPORER ce qui reste 

The first solo speaks of form, deformation, whilst the second addresses 
the trace, its potential disappearance or its lasting inscription. All of the 
questions are thus presented here in this perpetual dance workshop. 
Transforming the body by including other forms, or working on gestural 
memory, are two issues addressed in this performance. Everything is 
extremely delicate and thought out, even down to the splashes of 
colour on a costume. Incorporer ce qui reste originates both from 
cannibalism and contagion. Watch this space. 

Marie-Christine VERNAY, Libération 

 
About INCORPORER 

From the front to the back of the stage, from the boy to the girl, from 
the dancer to the choreographer, from air to water, from its interior to 
its exterior, from the supple roundness of the balloon to the rigid, 
rectilinear edge of the heavy cube, this simple device suggests a 
thousand parallels from the outset. The subtlety however, taking stock 
of the distance, is the primary feature of this piece, which invites us into 
the floating pleasure of reflection, far more than pointing us towards 
the constraint of commentary. 

Gérard Mayen, Mouvement, 2004 
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To incorporate that which remains here at the in my heart 
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Each body and every being is potentially capable of becoming the driving force behind an 
explosion that can change the face of the universe as it transforms and shatters the physical, 
social and cultural ties which holds them in an established convention or locked prison; 
bodies can then fly away and cut themselves free from laws, even those of gravity. 

Laurent Busine (Honorary director of the MAC’s – Grand Hornu) 
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The piece INCORPORER ce qui reste ici au dans mon cœur is a journey 
through a physical memory built from imprints, traces, and ellipses left 
over time, and is unusual in being deployed over a period of six years. 
The duration of the process was chosen in order to put our physical 
memory to the test. Built from strata, from residues accumulated over 
time, through experience and traces, this work plays on events as well 
as on emotions. 
 
The starting point of this project is the performance Éclats mats, 
created in 2001 and revived in 2005 at the Centre Pompidou, in Paris. 
After the creation of Éclats mats,, I chose to isolate the performers on 
stage to go deeper into the exploration of corporeal matter and bodily 
states, the occupation of space and the relationship to time that I had 
established in the ‘mother’-piece. I also wanted to probe the effects of 
the passage of time on our corporeal memory.  
 
The resulting work consists of a series of four chapters *, created 
separately year after year, and progressively assembled to form a whole, 
growing larger with time. Each new chapter requires the reactivation and 
reconstruction of former ones, those that precede and accompany it 
through its different phases, as it integrates itself to its sequel, 
transforming and developing throughout the process.  
 
In terms of form, the work consists of a series of solos that are not as 
they appear, as they could just easily be duets, or trios or quartets. They 
have the particularity of being ‘accompanied solos’, expressed through a 
game of relay where the principal actor of each chapter cedes his/her 
place to one of the accompanists for the following chapter, who is in 
turn accompanied by someone else. By choosing and distorting the form 
of the solo, I wish to explore the solitude staged in Éclats mats, in 
greater depth, sometimes by accentuating, sometimes by attenuating.  
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I also wanted to play with time and to question the impressions left by 
certain events and physical experiences, whilst continuing to question 
myself about how contact, supports and the observation of sights, 
physical touch and sound, can reveal our own body to each of us. The 
body has therefore been adopted as a tool to acquire knowledge and 
sensations, through a certain bodily state and corporality specific to 
each person and to each new chapter. 
 
The series of short chapters initially envisaged has been transformed 
over time into a modular work, by the six years between the creations of 
the first and the final parts, while I was working in parallel on the 
creation of histoire(s), and that I initiated the documentary research 
work on The Green Table.  

The first accompanied solo was created with and for Vincent Druguet, in 
the immensity of the stage of the Centre Pompidou in Paris, in 2004. 
Vincent will forever remain in my head. But Vincent is gone forever since 
then, and life’s vagaries have resulted in someone else, Sylvain Prunenec, 
literally incorporating this material, digesting it and presenting it to us in 
another way.  
 
The question of the distance which we have to make the audience 
travel, in order to lead them to see the work, remains relevant. It is a 
path that has to be forged and which is constructed by a team, with the 
audience, during the whole performance. It poses the question of what 
there is to show and reveal, on each occasion in each new phase. Each 
chapter contains the seeds of those which follow; and are also the 
branches, stems, leaves and ramifications of the previous ones… they are 
thus both root and leaf at the same time. 
 

Olga de Soto 
 

Letter of Armelle Dousset to Olga de Soto (excerpt) 

(…) The durations you establish are truly powerful, as if a linear time, stretched, were present in the gravest manner, almost 
subterranean, and that it was entrapped and pierced by events, sort of micro-narratives, tiny and delicate. There is a very strong link in 
this piece to the infirm, the invisible, the interior, and the unbelievable. In retrospect, I have had something Godard said rattling around 
in my head: “The cinema, like painting, makes visible the invisible.” Suddenly, I became aware that mine was a very cinematographic 
experience of the show. These events that I call micro-narratives are that kind of unbelievable. They are both actions and objects 
armoured by significance (from the literal to the symbolic via the strangeness of that which escapes us) that open up the meaning of 
the story, in the manner of jump-cuts that disturb the representation’s linear flow of time. Even the treatment of light at the end of the 
piece – those sorts of flashes that intrude on the space – remind me of this idea of a false connection. I immediately thought of the 
use of this tool in the movies of Resnais, of highlighting the idea of a fault, a terrible gap that disturbs the narration. (…) You have 
constructed a community, but with its own codes – temporal, clothing, etc. – and foiling this system at the end by holding the black 
outfit back until the forth solo (for example) seems quite well-spotted to me. The system is only just built, so the audience is expectant; 
the viewer has only just come to this state when the system must fall apart in turn. The piece awaits its ending, tranquilly, while the 
actors of its world are still on the stage. The heart beats, it even screams. And it is enough to spend a few minutes alone in the hall 
after the piece is done to see that this bloodied stage with no lingering human presence is terrifying.   

INCORPORER ce qui reste ici au cœur 
dans mon 

 TECHNICAL INFORMATION 
 

Team on tour: 8 people 

Stage: optimal dimensions 16 m wall to wall x 12 m depth or more 
(minimum de 14 m x 12 m) 

Setting up: 6 services of 4 hours  

Length: 1h35 minutes 
 

CHRONOLOGY * 
 

INCORPORER 
accompanied solo #1 (Centre Pompidou, Paris, 2004)  

INCORPORER ce qui reste 
accompanied solos #1 et #2 (Centre Pompidou, Paris, 2006) 

INCORPORER ce qui reste ici au cœur 
accompanied solos #1 - #3 (Biennale de Charleroi danses, 2007)  

INCORPORER ce qui reste ici au dans mon cœur 
accompanied solos #1 - #4 (Centre Pompidou, Paris, 2009)  

CONCEPTION, DIRECTION, CHOREOGRAPHY AND VISUAL ACTIONS Olga de Soto  |  SCENOGRAPHY Thibault Vancraenenbroeck  |  CLEPSYDRAE Anne Mortiaux  |  
COSTUMES Thibault Vancraenenbroeck  |  LIGHT CREATION Gilles Gentner  |  LIGHT TECHNICIAN Geni Diez  |  SOUND SPATIALISATION AND REAL-TIME DIFFUSION 
Pierre Gufflet  |  TECHNICAL DIRECTOR Christophe Gualde  

WITH Sylvain Prunenec, Olga de Soto, Edith Christoph and Florence Augendre  

PRODUCTION Niels  |  COPRODUCTION Les Spectacles Vivants / Centre Pompidou (Paris), Centre Chorégraphique National de Franche-Comté (Belfort) in the frame of 
« accueil-studio » / Ministère de la Culture et de la Communication / DRAC Franche-Comté, Charleroi danse - Centre Chorégraphique de la Communauté française, 
Centre André Malraux Scène Nationale (Vandœuvre-lès-Nancy), Théâtre Le Granit Scène Nationale (Belfort)  |  WITH THE SUPPORT OF Ministère de la Fédération 
Wallonie-Bruxelles — Secteur danse and Les Halles - Brussels (for the creation of chapter #4), Centre André Malraux Scène Nationale - Vandœuvre-lès-Nancy (for the 
creation of chapter #3), Kunstencentrum Netwerk - Alost (for the creation of chapter #2), Nadine - Brussels (for the creation of chapter #1)  |  Work created as part of the 
choreographic research and creation residency at Charleroi danse – La Raffinerie (in 2006 and 2007). Creation residency at Centre Chorégraphique National de Franche-
Comté in Belfort (in 2004, 2006 & 2009).  


